Leading with human power
Workshop, 2 days
Two-day workshop for experienced Managers (typically middle management) who want to increase and
leverage their leadership impact. For those who want to bring their leadership to the next level by
capitalizing on their full human potential and strength.
Who should attend?





If you are a competent and already successful manager with several years of leading others and feel
that more is possible for you, more is being expected from you and that you have more to give.
Also, if you want to make a difference in your organization in order to achieve more extraordinary
results while at the same time, feel satisfied with your work and life.
If you want to find the best way to deal with your current challenges as a leader, and how to deal
with the particular complexities of middle managers.
If you know, it cannot be achieved by traditional leadership skills training or gathering more
knowledge. In addition, you feel that you can increase your leadership influence substantially
through living up to your full personal potential and utilizing your unique talents as well as through
building high quality relationships with your employees, superiors and peers.

Your benefits
You will change your inner perspective and way of „seeing“ your leadership, therefore your leadership
focus and priorities will change naturally. You will do things differently because of this newly acquired
clarity and the will to show who you really are and what you have to offer. There is sure to be a great
improvement in both professional and personal effectiveness.
Objectives of the Workshop




You clearly “see” what makes the biggest difference and has most impact on results.
You gain clarity in your strategic intentions and goals and increase your determination and
consequent implementation.
The discovering and connecting to your true potential as human being in order to increase your
impact on others and to achieve outstanding results.
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The workshop is highly interactive and focuses on the concrete situations and personal challenges of the
participants. The applied methods focus not only on sharing expertise and simple knowledge transfer, but
instead on specific individual learning and personal change. A follow-up day, 3-4 months after the
workshop, will be offered for 8 to 10 participants who have done the initial workshop.
This day focuses mainly on the participant ́s needs to strengthen the defined direction from the workshop,
to reinforce the message and to strengthen and enhance the changes already made.

Information and contact
Dr. Claude Heini
Leading Power
www.leadingpower.ch
 claude.heini@leadingpower.ch
 +41 79 894 54 35
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